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 The objective of this system is to avoid continuous human 

intervention in restricted areas where security is needed.

 To avoid the wastage of power which is required in continuous 

monitoring.



 In the traditional method authorised areas is protected by iron 

spike wires,and a watch tower containing a person 

continuously flashing the light over the authorised areas day 

and night.Those persons are fully responsible for any 

intrusion.



 The proposed system uses a arduino uno, an ultrasonic sensor 

and a PIR sensor for target range detection, and a servo motor 

to control the turret on which the target is situated.

 When the sensor detects any obstacle it sends the range  to 

arduino.Arduino drives the servo motor to aim the targets 

exactly,and also an alarming and notification system can be 

used for alerting the security guards or persons.
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 Arduino UNO: The Arduino UNO is the widely used open-

source microcontroller based on the ATmega328P 

microcontroller and developed by arduino.cc.

 A passive infrared sensor (PIR sensor) is an 

electronic sensor that measures infrared (IR) light radiating 
from objects in its field of view.

 Ultrasonic transducer is used in this  system which evaluate 

targets by interpreting the reflected signals.

 A 16*2 lcd used to look nafter the status of the system.



 A servomotor is a rotary actuator or linear actuator that allows 

for precise control of angular or linear position, velocity and 

acceleration.

 A servomotor is a closed-loop servomechanism that uses 

position feedback to control its motion and final position. The 

input to its control is a signal (either analogue or digital) 

representing the position commanded for the output shaft.
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1. This system reduces the continuous human intervention in   

securing.

2. Provides high security.

3. Attacking of the targets can be made choice  by the guards    

using viewing system.

4. Monitoring and attacking of targets is possible.

5. If one attack is done,servo returns back to its position.



1.Having a search range of 0 to 180 degrees only.

2.Only searching is done in LOS region.

3.It is not able to attack fast moving targets.

4.If one attack is done, servo returns back to its position.



1. It can be used in many security purposed areas like 

industries,laboratories and in many of the other restricted 

areas like ministries ,etc.

2. This system can also be used in Miliatary and Navy 

applications.

3. This system can be used in RADAR applications.

4. This system can also be used for alerting fishermens at 

borders .



An automated security monitoring system was implemented 

using arduino,which consumes less human power in motinoring

and the power consumption of the system is brought down by 

using a PIR sensor.



https://www.themadhermit.net/geek-out-build-your-own-

arduino-portal-turret/




